The problem of answering Boolean conjunctive queries over the guarded fragment is decidable, however, as yet no practical decision procedure exists. In this paper, we present a resolution-based decision procedure to address this problem, and further extend the decision procedure to the loosely guarded fragment. In particular, we show that using a separation rule and top-variable-based techniques, one can rewrite Boolean conjunctive queries into a set of (loosely) guarded clauses, so that querying the (loosely) guarded fragment can be reduced to deciding the (loosely) guarded fragment. As far as we know, this is the first practical decision procedure for answering Boolean conjunctive queries over the guarded fragment and the loosely guarded fragment.
Introduction
Answering queries over knowledge bases is at the heart of knowledge representation research. In this paper, we are interested in the problem of answering Boolean conjunctive queries. A Boolean conjunctive query (BCQ) is a firstorder formula of the form q = ∃xφ(x) where φ is a conjunction of atoms containing only constants and variables. Given a Boolean conjunctive query q, a set of rules Σ and a database D, the aim is to check whether Σ ∪ D |= q. The BCQ answering problem can be formed as a vital problem in many research areas, such as query evaluation, query entailment [5] and query containment in database research [11] , and constraint-satisfaction problem and homomorphism problems in general AI research [38] .
In this paper, we consider the case where the rules Σ are in the guarded fragment [2] and the loosely guarded fragment [36] . Formulas in the guarded fragment (GF) are firstorder formulas, in which the quantification is restricted to the form ∃x(G(x) ∧ φ(x, y)) where the atom G (called guard) contains all free variables of φ. Satisfiability in many decidable propositional modal logics such as K, D, S3 and B can be encoded as satisfiability of formulas in GF. The loosely guarded fragment (LGF) further extends GF by allowing multiple guards, so that for instance, LGF can express the until operator in temporal logic. Both GF and LGF inherit robust decidability-the tree model property [37] from modal logic [22, 25] , and have been investigated from theoretical perspective [2, 21, 22] and automated reasoning [12, 15, 24] . PL'18, January 01-03, 2018, New York, NY, USA 2018.
Due to these good properties, querying in GF and LGF has attracted attention in general database research and research on ontology-based data access (OBDA) systems [9] . In the database research, it has been shown that BCQs q in the (loosely) guarded fragment that have the (hyper) tree width property [20] can be evaluated over a database D (checking D |= q) in LOGCFL time [19] , an even better complexity result than polynomial-time. On the other hand, in an OBDA system, the description logic ALCH OI and its fragments [10, 29, 30, 34] , and guarded existential rules (a.k.a. guard tuple-generating dependency, guarded Datalog +/− ) [8] are commonly used as ontological languages. The former can be obtained by limiting arities of predicate symbols and the number of variables in guarded formulas, and the latter, guarded existential rules, syntactically are Horn guarded formulas.
BCQ answering for GF is 2ExpTime-complete [6] , and satisfiability checking for the clique-guarded negation fragment, which can be reduced to the problem of BCQ answering against LGF, is also 2ExpTime-complete [7] . These results mean that BCQ answering for both GF and LGF are decidable, however, as yet there are no practical decision procedures.
In this paper, we present a resolution-based decision procedure to solve BCQ answering problems in GF and LGF. Resolution provides a powerful method for developing practical decision procedures as has been shown in [4, 12, 15, 16, 18, [26] [27] [28] . The BCQ answering problem is equivalent to satisfiability problem of Σ ∪ D ∪ ¬q, where q is a BCQ, D is a set of ground atoms and Σ are formulas in the (loosely) guarded fragment. Figure 1 illustrates the basic steps of how to decide satisfiability of Σ ∪ D ∪ ¬q:
1. Transform the (loosely) guarded fragment and BCQs into their clausal forms, denoted as the (loosely) guarded clauses and query clauses, respectively. 2. Apply our refined-resolution-based inference system to the (loosely) guarded clauses and query clauses. In this paper, one of the main challenges is handling query clauses, since these clauses go beyond guarded clauses and loosely guarded clauses. By simply negating a BCQ, one can obtain a query clause that is a negative clause containing only variables and constants. An example of query clause is Q = ¬A 1 xy∨¬A 2 yz. We use a variation of the separation rule, called Sep, to rewrite Q into guarded clauses. The separation rule is used as a dynamic renaming technique to decide fluted logic [35] . The idea behind Sep is to separate the literals that share common variables in query clauses. For example, using Sep, Q can be separated into: C 1 = ¬A 1 xy∨qy and C 2 = ¬qy∨¬A 2 yz where q is a fresh predicate symbol. Both C 1 and C 2 are guarded clauses. In fact, we discovered that our query rewriting based on Sep and the splitting rule [3] behaves like the GYO-reduction [40] , where cyclic queries [39] Q c are identified by recursively removing 'ears' in the hypergraph of Q c . In Lemma 5, we show that using Sep and the splitting rule, we can always rewrite an acyclic query clause into a set of guarded clauses. However, for cyclic query clauses such as Q = ¬A 1 xy ∨ ¬A 2 yz ∨ ¬A 3 zx, since Q contains only common variables, Sep and the splitting rule are not sufficient to express Q using guarded clauses.
For cyclic query clauses, we use resolution to break the cycles. Some caution is needed since applying unrefined resolution can easily increase the depth of the resolvents. Example 1. Given Q and a set of guarded clauses C 1 , C 2 , C 3 :
using Q, C 1 , C 2 and C 3 , one can derive the resolvent D(д(f x))∨ ¬G 1 (f x) ∨ ¬G 2 x ∨ ¬G 3 x, in which the deeper term д(f x) occurs. We use the top variable technique [12, 15, 41] , which only allows inferences on the literals that contain the potentially deepest terms, to avoid such term depth increase.
In Example 1, the top variable technique first finds the simultaneous most general unifier σ = {x/f f x ′ , y/f x ′ , z/f x ′ } for variables in Q; x is identified as the top variable and resolution is performed on the literals containing x in Q. This means top-variable-based resolution is performed only on Q, C 1 and
The idea of resolving the literals that contain the potentially deepest terms was introduced as the 'MAXVAR' technique to decide LGF [12, 15] . In [41] , this idea was further generalised to include queries, and formally shown to decide BCQs answering problems over the Horn LGF. The essence of this result is due to the property of Horn clauses, resolvents derived by using the top variable technique are query clauses. However, this is not the case for the whole of LGF, or even GF. Example 5 in Section 5.2 is a counter example showing that resolvents derived by using the top variable technique may be neither (loosely) guarded clauses nor query clauses. When we look at the whole of GF and LGF, Example 5 shows that merely using the top variable technique can cause the length of resolvents to grow, even though top-variable-based resolution can avoid term depth increase in the resolvents. We show that such a length increase can be avoided by applying a dynamic renaming technique, referred to as T-Trans, which transforms a resolvent obtained by using the top variable technique, into a query clause and a set of (loosely) guarded clauses. We further show that T-Trans not only can rewrite cyclic query clauses into the (loosely) guarded clauses, but also guarantees termination. In Section 5, we show that by reasonably applying a separation rule, the splitting rule, the top-variable-based resolution and T-Trans, query clauses can be effectively rewritten into a set of (loosely) guarded clauses. We refer to such a query rewriting procedure as Q-Proc.
Having a set of (loosely) guarded clauses, another main challenge is building an inference system to reason with these clauses. Existing inference systems for GF and LGF are either based on tableau (see [23, 24] ) or resolution (see [12, 15, 41] ). Since our aim is to develop an inference system in line with a standard framework [3] , we develop our system as a variation of [15, 41] , which are the only existing systems tend to decide GF and LGF that use the framework [3] , to take advantage of simplification rules and notions of redundancy elimination. In particular, our inference system can be seamlessly combined with Q-Proc, giving us as a query answering system for answering BCQs for GF and LGF.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A practical query rewriting procedure Q-Proc, which as far as we know, is the first procedure that can rewrite query clauses into (loosely) guarded clauses. • By combining Q-Proc with the our inference system for GF and LGF, we present the first, as far as we know, practical decision procedure to solve BCQ answering problems for GF and LGF, together with soundness and completeness proofs.
Prelimiaries
Let C, F, P denote pairwise disjoint discrete sets of constant symbols, function symbols and predicate symbols, respectively. A term is either a variable or an expression f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) where f is a function symbol of arity n and t 1 , ..., t n are terms. A compound term is a term that is neither a variable nor a constant. A ground term is a term containing no variables. An atom is an expression P(t 1 , . . . , t n ), where t 1 , . . . , t n are terms and P is an n-ary predicate symbol in P. A literal is an atom A (a positive literal) or a negated atom ¬A (a negative literal). For a literal L = (¬)P(t 1 , . . . , t n ) the terms t 1 , . . . , t n are the arguments of L. A literal L is a non-ground compound literal if L contains at least one non-ground compound term. A first-order clause is a multiset of literals. An expression can be a term, an atom, a literal, or a clause. Given two expressions A(. . . , t, . . .) and B(. . . , u, . . .), we say t matches u if the argument position of t in A is the same as the argument position of u in B.
A substitution is a mapping defined on variables, where variables denoting terms are mapped to terms and variables denoting formulas, to formulas. By Eσ we denote the result of applying the substitution σ to an expression E and call Eσ an instance of E. An expression E ′ is a variant of an expression E if there exists a variable substitution σ such that E ′ σ = Eσ . Two substitutions are equal, denoted σ = θ , if xσ = xθ for every variable x. We say that σ is more general than θ , denoted as < m , if there exists an η such that θ = ση. A substitution σ is a unifier of two terms s and t if sσ = tσ ; it is a most general unifier (mgu), if for every unifier θ of s and t, σ < m θ . The simultaneous most general unifier (simultaneous mgu) σ is the mgu of two sequences of terms s 1 , . . . , s n and t 1 , . . . , t n such that s i σ = t i σ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In this paper, we abusively use the notion mgu to denote the notion of simultaneous mgu.
A compound term t is weakly covering [14] if for every non-ground, compound subterm s of t, it is the case that var (s) = var (t). A literal L is weakly covering if each argument of L is either a ground term, a variable, or a weakly covering term t such that var (t) = var (L). A clause C is weakly covering if each term t in C is either a ground term, a variable, or a weakly covering term such that var (t) = var (C). E.g., C 1 = ¬A 1 (f xyza, x, y, дa) ∨ A 2 xyz is a weakly covering clause because the only non-ground compound term f (xyza) satisfies that var (f xyza) = var (C 1 ), however, C 2 = ¬A 1 (дy, y, дa)∨A 2 (hxy) is not a weakly covering clause since var (дy) var (C 2 ).
We use vdp(t) to denote the variable depth of a term t, formally defined as:
• if t is ground, then vdp(t) = −1, and • if t is a variable, then vdp(t) = 0, and • if t is a non-ground compound term f (u 1 , . . . , u n ), then vdp(t)
A flat (simple) atom, literal and clause is an atom, a literal and a clause such that every term in it is flat (simple). We denote a term t as a simple non-ground compound term if vdp(t) = 1. By length of a clause, we mean the number of literals occurring in the clause, and by depth of a clause, we mean the deepest variable depth of the clause. In this paper, we only consider the variable depth of terms, rather than depth of terms, since the term depth grows infinitely if and only if the variable depth grows infinitely. Let x, A, A, C denote a sequence of variables, a sequence of atoms, a set of atoms and a set of clauses, respectively. Let var (t), var (C) and var (A n ) be sets of variables in a term t, a clause C and a sequence of atoms A n , respectively.
The rule set Σ denotes a set of first-order formulas and the database D denotes a set of ground atoms. A Boolean conjunctive query is a first-order formula of the form q = ∃xφ(x) where φ is a conjunction of atoms containing only constants and variables. We use the symbol Q to denote the query clause ¬q. Thus we can answer a Boolean conjunctive queries Σ ∪ D |= q by checking whether Σ ∪ D ∪ Q |= ⊥. In this work, we particularly focus on the case where Σ is expressed in GF or LGF.
From Logic Fragments to Clausal Sets
In this section, we first provide formal definitions of GF and LGF, and introduce a specially optimised structural transformation such that guarded formulas, loosely guarded formulas and BCQs can be converted into suitable sets of clauses.
We first give the definition of the guarded fragment:
Definition 1 (Guarded Fragment). Without equality and function symbols, the guarded fragment (GF) is a fragment first-order logic defined inductively as follows:
1. ⊤ and ⊥ belong to GF .
If
A is an atom, then A belongs to GF . 3. GF is closed under Boolean combinations. 4. If F is a formula in GF and G is an atom, then a formula ∀x(G → F ) belongs to GF if all free variables of F belong to var (G). G is denoted as the guard of ∀x(G → F ).
In GF, each quantified formula contains a guard literal. 
Formulas 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 are guarded formulas, and the rest are not. Formula 2, 4 are not guarded formulas because they do not contain 'guard' literals. Formula 6 is the standard first-order translation of the modal formula P → ♢□P (with respect to one world) and the description logic axiom P ⊑ ∃R.∀R.P.
Now we give the formal definition of LGF. LGF further extends GF by relaxing Condition 4 in the definition of GF.
Definition 2 (Loosely Guarded Fragment). Without equality and function symbols, the loosely guarded fragment (LGF) is a fragment of first-order logic defined inductively as follows:
1. ⊤ and ⊥ belong to LGF .
A is an atom, then A belongs to LGF .
3.
LGF is closed under Boolean combinations. 4. If F is a formula in LGF and G 1 , . . . , G n are atoms, then a formula ∀x(G 1 ∧ . . . ∧ G n → F ) belongs to LGF if i) all free variables of F belong to var (G 1 , . . . , G n ), and ii) for each variable x in x and each variable y in var (G 1 , . . . , G n ) where x y, x and y co-occur in a G i . The negative literals ¬G 1 , . . . , ¬G n are called the guards of ∀x(
LGF strictly extends GF by allowing conjunction of guards in the guard position. E.g., ∀z((Rxz ∧ Rzy) → Pz) belongs to LGF, but does not belong to GF. The first-order translation of a temporal logic formula P until Q is a loosely guarded formula ∃y(Rxy ∧ Qy ∧ ∀z((Rxz ∧ Rzy) → Pz))), but not guarded, and the transitivity formula ∀xyz((Rxy ∧ Ryz) → Rxz) is neither guarded nor loosely guarded.
Clausal Transformation
We now introduce the clausal transformation for GF/LGF and BCQs. We use G-Trans to denote our clausal transformation, which is a variation of the structural transformation in [12, 15, 41] .
Notice that we explicitly assume that all free variables are existential quantified, and outer Skolemisation [32] is used to eliminate existential quantifications. If ∀x∃yφ is a first order formula where φ is quantifier free and z are free variables in ∃yφ, then φ[y/f (x)] is the outer Skolemisation, while φ[y/д(z)] is the standard/inner Skolemisation. E.g., given a formula ∀xz(Rxz ∨ ∃yPxy), ∀xz(Rxz ∨ P(x, дx)) is the result of inner/standard Skolemisation and ∀xz(Rxz ∨ P(x, f xz)) is the result of outer Skolemisation where д and f are Skolem functions. Although outer Skolemisation generally introduces Skolem functions with higher arity than inner/standard Skolemisation, for us, outer Skolemisation is essential to guarantee that the obtained clauses are weakly covering.
Let us take the guarded formula F 6 = ∃x(Axy ∧ ∀z(Bxz → ∃uCzu)) from Example 2. Using G-Trans, F 6 can be transformed into a set of clauses as follows:
1. Add existential quantifiers for all free variables in F 6 .
∃y∃x(Axy ∧ ∀z(Bxz → ∃uCzu)) 2. Rewrite → and ↔ using conjunctions, disjunctions and negations, and transform F into negation normal form, obtaining the formula F nnf . ∃y∃x(Axy ∧ ∀z(¬Bxz ∨ ∃uCzu)) 3. Apply the optimised structural transformation: introduce fresh predicate symbols Q i for universally quantified subformulas (with quantifiers), obtaining F st r . We call such a predicate symbol Q i a ∀-definer. ∃y∃x(Axy ∧Q 1 x), ∀x(¬Q 1 x ∨∀z(¬Bxz ∨∃uCzu)) 4. Transform formulas in F st r into prenex normal form and use outer Skolemisation, introducing Skolem constants a and b and a Skolem function f , obtaining F sko . Aab ∧ Q 1 a, ∀xz(¬Q 1 x ∨ ¬Bxz ∨ C(z, f xz)) 5. Drop all universal quantifiers and transform F sko into conjunctive normal form, obtaining these clauses:
We use B-Trans to denote the clausal transformation for BCQs: Simply negate the BCQ to obtain a query clause. Hence, query clauses can be defined as:
A query clause is a negative clause containing only variables and constants.
The clausal normal form transformation G-Trans converts (loosely) guarded formulas into (loosely) guarded clauses, which we deliver next:
Definition 4 (Guarded Clause). A guarded clause (GC) C is a first-order clause that satisfies the following conditions:
1. C is either ground, or 2. C is simple and weakly covering, and 3. contains at least one negative flat literal ¬G such that var (C) = var (G).
Notice that using G-Trans, a non-guarded formula can also be transformed into a guarded clause. E.g., ∀x(Ax → D(f x)) is not a guarded formula, but its clausal normal form ¬Ax ∨ D(f x) is a guarded clause. A guarded clause is not always a query clause, and vice versa. E.g., ¬Axy ∨ ¬Bx is a guarded clause and a query clause. However, ¬Axy ∨ B(f xy) is a guarded clause but not a query clause, and ¬Axy ∨ ¬Byz is a query clause, but not a guarded clause.
Definition 5 (Loosely Guarded Clause). A loosely guarded clause (LGC) C is a first-order clause satisfying the following conditions:
1. C is either ground, or 2. C is simple and weakly covering, and 3. there is a set of negative literals ¬G 1 , . . . , ¬G n in C that are flat, and each pair of variables in C co-occur in at least one of literals in ¬G 1 , . . . , ¬G n .
One can see that the notion of an LGC is a strict extension of that of GCs because Condition 3 in the definition of LGC allows multiple guards.
Example 3. Some (counter) examples of
LGCs:
LGC, but C 2 and C 3 are not because variables in them do not co-occur in at least one negative flat literals of these clauses. Note that C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are all query clauses, and C 1 is the cyclic query clause in Example 1 in Introduction. Proposition 1. Using G-Trans, every (loosely) guarded formula can be transformed into a set of (loosely) guarded clauses, and such procedure is Ptime-hard.
Proof. This proof explains how a (loosely) guarded formula is transformed to be a set of clauses satisfying conditions in the definition of guarded clauses and loosely guarded clauses.
Let C be a non-ground (loosely) guarded clause. C is simple because a (loosely) guarded formula contains no non-ground compound term, and all non-ground compound terms in C are Skolem function terms. Prenex normal form and outer Skolemisation guarantees that every non-ground compound terms in C contains all variables of C; thus C is weakly covering. For Condition 3 in the definition of GF and LGF, let a (loosely) guarded formula F is of form ∀xφ(G 1 , ..., G n → F 1 ) and F 1 is a (loosely) guarded formula. F is loosely guarded if n > 1. Variables in ¬G 1 , ..., ¬G n can either be bounded or free. According to Condition 4 of the definition of LGF, each bounded x co-occurs with a variable y that is either free or bounded in a ¬G i in ¬G 1 , ..., ¬G n . Each pair of free variables in ¬G 1 , ..., ¬G n co-occur in a ∀-definer Q j . Therefore, each pair of variables in C co-occur in at least a negative flat literals (¬G i and ¬Q j ) in C. If n = 1, each pair of variables in C co-occur in one ¬G i . Hence, Condition 3 in the definition of GF and LGF holds.
As for the complexity of such transformation, if one introduces additional definers for every conjunctive formulas, such transformation can be done in Ptime. □
Top-Variable-based Inference System
In this section, we present the top-variable-based inference system from [41] (inspired by [12] ), enhanced with the splitting rule and a new Lemma 1, to extend the system's applicability. The system is defined in the spirit of [3] and provides a decision procedure for LGF and querying Horn LGF [41] . Based on this system, we build a decision procedure for querying the whole of GF and LGF. Let ≻ be a strict ordering, called a precedence, on the symbols in C, F and P. An ordering ≻ is liftable if E 1 ≻ E 2 implies E 1 σ ≻ E 2 σ for all expressions E 1 , E 2 and all substitutions σ . An ordering ≻ on literals is admissible, if i) it is well-founded and total on ground literals, and liftable, ii) ¬A ≻ A for all ground atoms A, and iii) if B ≻ A, then B ≻ ¬A for all ground atoms A and B.
A ground literal L is ≻-maximal with respect to a ground clause C if for any L ′ in C, L ⪰ L ′ , and L is strictly ≻-maximal with respect to C if for any L ′ in C, L ≻ L ′ . A non-ground literal L is (strictly) maximal with respect to a non-ground clause C if and only if there is a ground substitution σ such that Lσ is (strictly) maximal with respect to Cσ such that for all L ′ in C, Lσ ⪰ L ′ σ (Lσ ≻ L ′ σ ). A selection function S selects a possibly empty set of occurrences of negative literals in a clause C with no restriction imposed. Inferences are only performed on eligible literals. A literal L is eligible in a clause C if either nothing is selected by the selection function S and L is a ≻-maximal literal with respect to C, or L is selected by S.
A ground clause C is redundant with respect to N if there are ground instances C 1 σ , . . . , C n σ of clauses in N such that C 1 σ , . . . , C n σ |= C and for each i, C ≻ C i σ . A non-ground clauses C is redundant with respect to N if every ground instance of C is redundant with respect to N . An inference is redundant if one of the premises is redundant, or its conclusion is redundant or an element of N . A set of clauses N is saturated up to redundancy (with respect to ordered resolution and selection) if any inference from non-redundant premises in N is redundant in N .
The top-variable-based inference system contains following rules:
if C is either a resolvent or a factor of clauses in the set N .
if for any two subclauses C 1 and C 2 of C, C 1 and C 2 are not variable disjoint. Hence, Split does not apply to indecomposable clauses.
where i) σ is an mgu of A 1 and A 2 , and ii) no literal is selected in C, and iii) A 1 σ is ≻-maximal with respect to Cσ .
. . , B n ∨ D n are pairwise variable-disjoint, and ii) σ is an mgu such that B i σ = A i σ for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and iii) n > 1 and ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n are selected, and iv) no literal is selected in D 1 , . . . , D n and B 1 σ , . . . , B n σ are strictly ≻-maximal with respect to D 1 σ , . . . , D n σ , respectively.
BRes is the case when premises in Res are binary.
if Cond(C) is a minimal subclause and also an instance of
if C is a tautology, or N contains a clause as a variant of C.
. . , B t ∨ D t are pairwise variable-disjoint, and ii) σ is an mgu such that B i σ = A i σ for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ t, and iii) each literal in ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A t contains at least one top variable (defined above) and D is positive, and iv) no literal is selected in D 1 , . . . , D n and B 1 σ , . . . , B n σ are strictly ≻-maximal with respect to D 1 σ , . . . , D n σ , respectively.
In an application of TRes (at the top of next page), given query pair clauses (Definition 3 in [41]) B 1 ∨ D 1 , . . . , B n ∨ D n and ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n ∨ D, the top variables are variables in the main premise ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n ∨ D that are unified to terms having the deepest variable depth in the resolvent.
An application of TRes consists of three steps: 1. Without producing or adding the resolvent, perform Res among ¬A 1 ∨. . .∨¬A n ∨D and B 1 ∨D 1 , . . . , B n ∨D n to compute the mgu σ ′ such that
Compute the variable order based on any pair of variables x and y in ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n using ordering > d and = d , defined by:
Based on > d and = d , identify the maximal variables, denoted as the top variables, among variables in ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n . In TRes, we use ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A t to denote literals in ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n that contain top variables. Del and Cond are the only rules used to eliminate redundancy. Since this paper focuses mainly on the termination result, they are sufficient. The resolution refinement we employ is based on admissible orderings with selection function, in accordance with the framework of [3] . This implies that more sophisticated simplification rules and redundancy elimination can be used, e.g., subsumption elimination, forward subsumption and backward subsumption [3] .
Resolution Refinement The refinement T-Refine we use for our calculus is described in Algorithm 1, which is based on a lexicographic path ordering ≻ lpo [13] with a precedence f > c > p for f ∈ F, c ∈ C and p ∈ P, and selection functions. The lexicographic path ordering is optional since one can use any admissible ordering that satisfies the precedence such that function symbols are larger than constant symbols, which are larger than predicate symbols. In Algorithm 1, Max(C) applies maximality principle with respect to ≻ lpo to C, and outputs the maximal literal. Select(C) selects one of negative non-ground compound literals in C;
and SelectTop(C) is performed in two steps: i) All the negative literals in C are selected so that Res is applicable on C, ii) Find top variables in C. In Step ii), if C contains top variables, then all the negative literals in C containing top variables are selected, else all the negative literals in C remain selected. Select(C) and SelectTop(C) output selected literals.
Notice that SelectTop is not a standard selection, since, in a clause C, the selected literals may be not fixed. E.g., in Example 1, without modifying Q and C 2 , if we change 3 x, since y and z are top variables in Q, then all literals in Q will be selected. The selected literals in Q are different from the selected ones in Example 1. In this paper, we justify SelectTop by proving that TRes is compatible with the framework of [3] , since SelectTop enables only TRes, which is not a standard rule in the framework of [3] .
We use T-Inf to denote a top-variable-based inference system containing rules: Deduct, Split, Del, Cond, and Fact, Res, BRes, TRes with the refinement T-Refine.
The following example gives a sample derivation.
Example 4.
Consider an unsatisfiable set of loosely guarded clauses C 1 , . . . , C 9 :
We star the ≻ lpo -maximal literals as L * and box the selected literals as L .
Then C 1 , . . . , C 9 are presented as:
One can use any clause to start the derivation, w.o.l.g, we start with C 1 . For each new derived clause, we immediately apply T-Refine to determine the eligible literals in it. 1. Starting with C 1 , since C 1 is a non-ground clause containing no non-ground compound term and multiple negative literals, one needs select all negative literals in C 1 , and try to find top variables in C 1 , to see whether we need to select negative literals in C 1 containing top variables, instead. 2. Applying Res on C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 produces an mgu
{x/f f x ′ , y/f x ′ , z/f x ′ } to substitute variables in C 1 , then x is the only top variable in C 1 . 3. SelectTop selects literals ¬A 1 xy and ¬A 3 zx containing
x. Then TRes is applied to C 1 , C 2 and C 4 , which derives:
Applying BRes to C 10 and C 5 derives
5.
Applying BRes to C 11 and C 5 derives C 12 = ¬A 2 xx ∨ ¬G 1 x ∨ ¬G 3 x .
6. Now we find top variables in C 12 : Applying Res on C 12 , C 3 , C 7 and C 8 produce an mgu {x/f a}. Thus x is the top variable in C 12 . This means that all negative literals in C 12 remain being selected. Applying TRes on C 12 , C 3 , C 7 and C 8 derives C 13 = ¬G 2 x .
7.
Applying BRes to C 13 and C 9 derives ⊥.
We now show that T-Inf is a sound and refutationally complete system. In fact, if we take TRes as a form of 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' of Res, then we can show such 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' is compatible with the framework [3] . Base on Res, 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' is performed whenever Res is applicable: selected literals in the main premise of Res are changed to a subsequence of this main premise. Notice that the standard definition of selection function requires that once selected literals L in a clause C are set, L are fixed whenever resolution is performed on C. Here we show that whenever Res is applicable, we can change selected literal in the main premise of Res so that 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' is applicable. We give proofs by using a variation of a sound rule in instantiation-based theorem proving [17] . Lemma 1. 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' is compatible with the framework [3] .
Proof. In the proof, we take 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' as a combination of an instantiation-based inference rule Ins and ordered resolution with selection Res.
First we introduce Ins.
and ¬A 1 ∨. . .∨¬A n ∨D are the same as premises in Res, ii) σ is an mgu for A 1 , . . . , A k and B 1 , . . . , B k .
Ins is a sound: Given a clause C and an arbitrary substitution σ , C |= Cσ . This implies that Ins is sound.
Ins adds a σ -instance of the main premise from Res to the first-order clausal set. If σ ′ is the mgu defined in Res, then σ is a more general mgu than σ ′ such that there exists a substitution θ such that σ ′ = σθ . Selecting (¬A 1 ∨. . .∨¬A k )σ in C = (¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n ∨ D)σ and applying Res on B 1 ∨ D 1 , . . . , B k ∨D k and C derives the same resolvent as applying 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' on the premises in Ins. Since Ins is sound, and adding a sound rule Ins to the framework [3] do not alter refutational completeness and redundancy elimination in [3] , 'Partial ordered resolution with selection' is compatible with the framework. □
Rewriting Query Clauses
Now we are ready to give our query rewriting techniques. In this section, we are concerned with querying over guarded clauses, and in next section, we generalise our procedure to loosely guarded clauses. We assume Cond and Split are immediately used on any clause whenever they are applicable. The requirement of using Cond is not critical for our results, but can give us a better view of how we rewrite query clauses.
First we define the notion of guard in first-order clauses. Let a negative flat literal A and a subclause (or a literal) D occur in a clause C. If var (D) ⊆ var (A), we say A guards D, and if var (C) = var (A), we say A is a guard of C. Hence, Condition 3 of the definition of the guarded clauses shows that G is a guard of C.
The Separation Rule Sep
In our procedure, a separation rule and Split are used to remove literals containing isolated variables from query clauses. A variable x is an isolated variable if x is not chained. In a first-order clause C, a variable x is a chained variable if there are two literals A 1 and A 2 in C such that var (A 1 ) ⊈ var (A 2 ), var (A 2 ) ⊈ var (A 1 ) and x ∈ var (A 1 ) ∩var (A 2 ). E.g., in the query clause ¬A 1 x ∨ ¬A 2 xy ∨ ¬A 3 yz, x and z are isolated variables and y is a chained variable. Now we are ready to introduce the 'Separation' rule Sep.
where i) A contains both isolated variables and chained variables x, which are shared with D 2 , ii) A guards D 1 , and ii) q is a fresh predicate symbol, called as an S-definer.
Sep is a replacement rule in which the premise is immediately replaced by the conclusions. The idea of using Sep is to separate out the subclause in the premise that contains isolated variables. For example, given a query clause Q = ¬A 1 x ∨ ¬A 2 xy ∨ ¬A 3 yz, by introducing an S-definer q, we can separate Q into C 1 = ¬A 1 x ∨ ¬A 2 xy ∨ qy and Q 1 = ¬qy ∨ ¬A 3 yz, so that the subclause ¬A 1 x ∨ ¬A 2 xy that contains an isolated variable x, is separated from Q. Both C 1 and Q 1 are guarded clauses. Lemma 2. On any first-order clause, Sep can be applied iteratively at most linearly often.
Proof. A first-order clause C = D 1 ∨ A ∨ D 2 can be separated into C 1 = D 1 ∨A∨q(x) and C 2 = ¬q(x)∨D 2 only if A contains both isolated variables and chained variables x (w.r.t C). In C 1 , because A guards C 1 , variables in D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x) are isolated, thus we cannot apply Sep to C 1 . Now we show that only literals in D 2 can be separated from C 2 . Assume x and y are an isolated variable and a chained variable in x in C 2 , and x and y occur in literal L x and L y in D 2 , respectively. An isolated variable x occurs in two literals L x and q implies that either var (q) ⊆ var (L x ) or var (L x ) ⊆ var (q). The latter implies A guards L x , thus impossible. If it is the case that var (q) ⊆ var (L x ), all variables in q are isolated, which contradicts that y is a chained variable. This means that variables in q cannot contain both chained variables and isolated variables, hence, ¬q(x) cannot be separated out from C 2 .
We have shown that further application of Sep can only be applied to literals in D 2 . This implies that one can only apply Sep to a clause of length n at most n times. □ Let us now discuss the possible logical consequences when applying Sep to query clauses. We say a query clause containing only chained variables is a chained-only query clause and a query clause containing only isolated variables is an isolated-only query clause. E.g., ¬A 1 xy ∨ ¬A 2 yz ∨ ¬A 3 xz is a chained-only query clause, and both ¬A 1 xy ∨ ¬A 2 zu and ¬A 1 xyz ∨ ¬A 2 xy ∨ ¬A 3 yz are isolated-only query clauses. Proof. Let Q be an indecomposable isolated-only query clause. If there are two literal L 1 and L 2 in Q such that var (L 1 ) ⊈ var (L 2 ) and var (L 2 ) ⊈ var (L 1 ), then there are chained variable between L 1 and L 2 . Because there are no such relations between literal pairs in Q, for any pair of literals L 1 and L 2 in Q, L 1 guards L 2 or vice versa. Then there exists a negative literal G in Q such that for any literal L in Q, G guards L. Therefore G guards Q. Since Q is flat, negative and contains a negative literal ¬G that guards Q, Q is a guarded clause. □ Now we look at how Sep and Split rewrite a query clause: Lemma 4. Exhaustively applying Sep and Split to a query clause Q transforms it into:
1. a set of guarded clauses, or 2. a set of guarded clauses and a chained-only query clause.
Proof. Assume a query clause Q = ¬D 1 ∨ ¬A ∨ ¬D 2 where i) A guards ¬D 1 , ii) A contains isolated variables and chained variables x that are shared with ¬D 2 . Then applying Sep to Q derives C 1 = q(x) ∨ ¬D 1 ∨ ¬A and C 2 = ¬q(x) ∨ ¬D 2 . C 1 is a guarded clause since A guards a flat clause C 1 . C 2 is a query clause since it is negative and flat. This shows that each application of Sep to a query clause produces a guarded clause and a query clause. We cannot apply Sep to a guarded clause since the guard literal in it guards the clause. Then only the query clause C 2 can be replaced by applying Sep. Sep cannot be applied to a query clause Q if and only if Q does not contain a literal containing both isolated variables and chained variables. This implies that when Sep is not applicable to Q, all variables in Q are either isolated or chained. According to Lemma 3, the former is a guarded clause, then condition 1 holds. Condition 2 holds for the latter. □ Condition 1 in Lemma 4 means that in the final application of Sep to a query clause, an isolated-only query clause in the conclusion is a guarded clause.
Interestingly, we notice that given a query clause Q, if we obtain a chained-only query clause Q c from Q by exhaustively applying Sep and Split, the relations among chained variables x in Q c is the same as the relations among x in Q. In fact, we can regard Sep and Split as a syntactic implementation of a variation of GYO-reduction in [40] , where a cyclic query Q can be identified by recursively removing 'ears' in the hypergraph of Q. In our context, 'ears' are literals containing isolated variables, and 'ears' are removed by Sep and Split. Acyclic and cyclic queries are defined using the notion of hypergraph, which can be found in [39] . By the property of GYO-reduction [40] :
Lemma 5. Exhaustively applying Sep and Split to a query clause Q transforms it into:
1. guarded clauses if Q is an acyclic query clause, or 2. guarded clauses and a chained-only query clause if Q is a cyclic query clause.
So far we have considered how Sep and Split rewrite query clauses. However, for chained-only query clauses such as ¬A 1 xy ∨ ¬A 2 yz ∨ ¬A 3 xz, Sep and Split are not sufficient.
TRes and the Top Transformation T-Trans
Notice that in a chained-only query clause such as Q = ¬A 1 xy ∨ ¬A 2 yz ∨ ¬A 3 xz, there exists a so-called 'variable cycle' among x, y and z in Q. To break this variable cycle, we employ resolution. However, naively applying unrefined resolution can easily cause variable depth increase in the derived clause, as shown in Example 1. Hence, we apply T-Inf to perform resolution on query clauses and guarded clauses to avoid variable depth increase in derived clauses: Lemma 6. In an application of T-Inf, no variable depth growth occurs in the resolvents of a chained-only query clause and a set of guarded clauses.
Proof. Since the eligible literals in an ordered resolution step on a chained-only query clause and a set of guarded clauses satisfy the conditions of a query pair clauses defined in [41] , according to Theorem 1 in [41] : using TRes, no variable depth growth occurs in the resolvents of a set of query pair clauses. Hence the lemma holds. □ Example 5 shows how TRes breaks the cycle of x, y and z in the chained-only query clause Q while avoiding variable depth growth in the resolvent.
Example 5. Given a chained-only query clause Q and a set of guarded clauses C 1 , . . . , C 6 : Figure 2 illustrates the variable relations of the flat literals in Q and in R. We can see that the cycle among x, y and z in Q is broken. The new challenge in Example 5 is that R is neither a guarded clause nor a query clause. On such resolvents we use a structural transformation: we introduce a fresh predicate symbol p, and use ¬pxy to replace the literals that are introduced to the query clause, so that R is transformed into: ¬G 1 xy ∨ ¬G 3 xy ∨ D(дxy) ∨ pxy and ¬pxy ∨ ¬A 2 xx ∨ ¬B 1 xu ∨ ¬B 2 uw ∨ ¬B 3 wx. The former is a guarded clause and the latter is a query clause. The next definition makes precise how resolvents of TRes are transformed using structural transformation. There are two cases: i) top variables do not co-occur with each other in a literal of the main premise (the query clause) in TRes, and ii) top variables co-occur with each other in a literal of the main premise in TRes:
Definition 6 (T-Trans, T-definer). We assume the notions of TRes. T-Trans introduces a fresh predicate symbol q, called a T-definer, in this manner:
1. If x is a top variable in the main premise Q in TRes such that 1) x does not co-occur with any other top variable in any literal of Q, and 2) x occurs in A m , . . . ,
. , x h is a set of top variables in the main premise Q in TRes such that i) for each x i in x, there exists a x j in x such that x i co-occurs with x j in a lit-
The idea behind T-Trans is: considering the main premise is a chained-only query clause ¬A 1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A t ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n , the side premises are guarded clauses B 1 ∨ D 1 , . . . , B t ∨ D t and the mgu is σ as defined in TRes. Take B 1 ∨ D 1 as an example, then removing a positive literal B 1 from B 1 ∨ D 1 does not change the guardedness of D 1 . Knowing D 1 , . . . , D t are guarded clauses, since non-ground compound terms in B 1 , . . . , B t matches the same top variable, using the matching property (Lemma 3 in [41] ) of TRes, we can show that (D 1 ∨ . . . ∨ D t )σ is a guarded clause. Hence, the resolvent (D 1 ∨ . . . ∨ D t ∨ ¬A t +1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n )σ can be transformed into a guarded clause (D 1 ∨ . . . ∨ D t )σ ∨ q and a query clause (¬A t +1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n )σ ∨ ¬q. We give detailed proofs in the following lemma: Lemma 7. Given a chained-only query clause Q and a set of guarded clauses C, T-Trans transforms the resolvents obtained by applying TRes to Q and C into a guarded clause and a query clause, of which the length is smaller than that of Q.
with σ an mgu defined in TRes, the resolvents in TRes are transformed into two types of clauses: Type 1:
First we show that Q 1 is a query clause and the length of Q 1 is smaller than that of the query clause in the main premise. According to the properties of top variable resolution, σ assigns variables in ¬A t +1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A n to only variables. Hence, Q 1 is a query clause. Because the main premise Q in TRes is a query clause containing only chained variables, each top variable occurs in at least two different literals, let us say they are ¬A 1 and ¬A 2 . Then in an application of TRes, ¬A 1 and ¬A 2 are resolved upon, and D 1 σ and D 2 σ (σ is the mgu defined in TRes) are part of the resolvents. After T-Trans, a T-definer ¬q is introduced to define both D 1 σ and D 2 σ in Q 1 . The length of the Q 1 is smaller than that of Q since two literals A 1 , A 2 were replaced by one literal ¬q. Now we show Type 2 clauses are guarded clauses. In the side premise C i = B i ∨ D i of TRes, B i contains a positive non-ground compound term (if B i does not, then according to T-Refine, B i cannot be an eligible literal) or B i is ground. If B i is ground, the resolvents in TRes is ground. This case is trivial. If B i is not ground, then D i is a guarded clause since removing a non-ground compound literal from a guarded clauses C will not change the properties the of a guarded clause in Definition 4. We discuss two cases in T-Trans:
Case 1: Assume that x is a top variable in Q such that x does not co-occur with any other top variables, and x occurs in A m , . . . , A m ′ and σ is the mgu defined in TRes. Assume that x matches t m , . . . , t m ′ in B m , . . . , B m ′ , respectively, and the guard literals in D m , . . . , D m ′ are G m , . . . , G m ′ , respectively. According to the matching in TRes,
Case 2: Assume that x = x 1 , . . . , x h is a set of top variables such that for each variable x i in x, there is another variable x j such that x i co-occurs with x j in a literal L of Q. Assume x i and x j is a pair in x 1 , . . . , x h such that x i and x j co-occur with each other, and σ is the mgu defined in TRes. Assume x i matches t l , . . . , t l ′ in B l , . . . , B l ′ , respectively where m ≤ l ≤ l ′ ≤ m ′ , and x j matches t k , . . . , t k ′ in B k , . . . , B k ′ , respectively where m ≤ k ≤ k ′ ≤ m ′ . Proofs are similar to the one in Case 1 show that (D l ∨ . . . ∨ D l ′ )σ and (D k ∨ . . . ∨ D k ′ )σ are two guarded clauses. Assume in L, t x i matches x i and t x j matches x j . Since var (t
Using T-Trans, R in Example 5 produces a query clause Q 1 = ¬pxy∨¬A 2 xx ∨¬B 1 xu∨¬B 2 uw ∨¬B 3 wx and a guarded clause pxy ∨ ¬G 1 xy ∨ ¬G 3 xy ∨ D(дxy) with p as a T-definer. We notice that the newly derived query clause Q 1 is actually an acyclic query clause, and satisfies the conditions of Sep since ¬pxy contains an isolated variable y and a chained variable x. Hence using Sep, we can further separate ¬pxy ∨ ¬A 2 xx from Q 2 by introducing an S-definer q, obtaining a guarded clause qx ∨ ¬pxy ∨ ¬A 2 xx and a query clause Q 2 = ¬qx ∨¬B 1 xu∨¬B 2 uw ∨¬B 3 wx, which is a chained-only query clause. One can apply TRes to Q 2 and its respective side premises, to break the cycle in Q 2 and derives a resolvent that will be later transformed into a set of guarded clauses using T-Trans. Figure 3 shows the variable relations in Q 1 and Q 2 (q is omitted since it is a unary literal). We can see that Sep removes isolated variables in Q 1 .
The Query Rewriting Procedure Q-Proc
Noticing that all the 'byproducts' of Sep, TRes and T-Trans are guarded clauses, we realise that, given a query clause Q, these rules can produce a set of guarded clause from Q. In fact, we found that the given query clause will eventually be reduced to a guarded clause as well. The formal procedure Q-Proc to rewrite a query clause into a set of guarded clauses is shown in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, Sep() is a function that applies Sep to a query clause Q, outputting a guarded clause C, and either an isolated-only query clause (hence guarded, Lemma 3) or a chained-only query clause. We use T Res() to denote a function that applies TRes to a chained-only query clause and a set of guarded clauses, and outputs the resolvent R. We use TT rans() to denote a function that applies T-Trans to R, deriving a guarded clause C and a query clause Q. As always, in an application of Q-Proc, we assume Split and Cond are applied whenever applicable. Now we can show the first main contribution of this paper that Q-Proc is able to rewrite query clauses into a set of guarded clauses within finitely many steps: Proof. Given an input query clause Q, assume that after exhaustively applying Sep and Split to Q, the output query clause is Q 1 . The length of Q 1 is no more than that of Q since Sep and Split do not add literals to Q. If Q 1 is an isolated-only query clause, then according to Lemma 3, Q 1 is a guarded clause. Thus Q-Proc terminates. If Q 1 is a chained-only query clause, then we apply TRes to Q 1 to produce the resolvents R and apply T-Trans R, producing the query clause Q 2 . Lemma 7 shows that the length of Q 2 is smaller than the that of Q 1 , so that the length of new query clauses is decreasing. When the length of a query clause has decreased to 2, after applying Sep and Split, the output clauses are guarded clauses (this can be justified that by applying Sep and Split to a lengthtwo query clause, the conclusions are chained variable free, hence guarded). Therefore Q-Proc can rewrite a query clause into a set of guarded clauses within finitely many steps. □
Querying GF and LGF
This section first shows that our query answering system Q-Inf, given by the combination of the query rewriting procedure Q-Proc and the top-variable-based inference system T-Inf extended with Sep and T-Trans, decides guarded clauses and loosely guarded clauses. Then we give the soundness and the completeness proof of Q-Inf, and show that Q-Inf solves BCQ answering for GF and LGF.
Since T-Inf decides loosely guarded clauses [41] , which subsume guarded clauses. We show the same for Q-Inf. Theorem 3 ([41]). Q-Inf decides (loosely) guarded clauses. Now we consider that given a query clause and a set of loosely guarded clause, can Q-Inf rewrite a query clause into a set of loosely guarded clause? The critical difference in TRes is that the side premises are loosely guarded rather than only guarded. Nevertheless, applying TRes to a query clause and loosely guarded clauses does not alter guard literals in the side premises, hence we can still apply the same techniques. We can use proofs in Lemma 7 to show: Lemma 8. Given a chained-only query clause Q and a set of loosely guarded clauses C, T-Trans transforms the resolvents obtained by applying TRes to Q and C into a set of loosely guarded clauses and a query clause, of which the length of Q 1 is smaller than that of Q. Example 6. Consider a chained-only query clause Q and a set of loosely guarded clauses C 1 , . . . , C 6 : 33 zx ∨ D(дxyz) ∨ qxyz and ¬qxyz ∨ ¬A 2 xx ∨ ¬B 1 xu ∨ ¬B 2 uw ∨ ¬B 3 wx. The former is a loosely guarded clause and the latter is a query clause. Now we can generalise Q-Proc by changing guarded clauses to loosely guarded clauses in Algorithm 2. We abusively still refer to the query rewriting procedure for loosely guarded clauses as Q-Proc. Then we can show: Proof. If: Apply resolution to the conclusions derives the corresponding premise.
Only if: Let the premise D 1 ∨ A ∨ D 2 be satisfiable. Suppose an interpretation I |= D 1 ∨ A ∨ D 2 . Then for any ground substitutions σ , I |= (D 1 ∨ A ∨ D 2 )σ . We extend I into interpretation I ′ such that I ′ |= q(xσ ) if and only if I |= D 2 σ is true for any ground substitution σ over the Herbrand universe. i) If I |= D 2 σ , then I ′ |= q(xσ ). Since I ′ |= q(xσ ), I ′ |= (D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x))σ . I |= D 2 σ implies I ′ |= D 2 σ , thus I ′ |= (¬q(x) ∨ D 2 )σ . Since σ is an arbitrary ground substitution over Herbrand universe, I ′ |= D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x) and I ′ |= ¬q(x) ∨ D 2 hold. ii) If I ̸ |= D 2 σ , then I ′ ̸ |= q(xσ ). I ′ ̸ |= q(xσ ) implies I ′ |= (¬q(x) ∨ D 2 )σ . According to I |= (D 1 ∨A ∨ D 2 )σ and I ̸ |= D 2 σ , I |= (D 1 ∨ A)σ , thus I |= (D 1 ∨ A)σ . Then I |= (D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x))σ , thus I ′ |= (D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x))σ . Since σ is an arbitrary ground substitution over the Herbrand universe, I ′ |= D 1 ∨ A ∨ q(x) and I ′ |= ¬q(x) ∨ D 2 hold. □ Lemma 9 shows that Sep is sound. Using similar proofs, we can show that any form of structural transformation is sound, formally stated as: Lemma 10. Any structural transformation (including T-Trans) preserves satisfiability equivalence.
We know that adding a sound rule to an inference system does not alter the refutational completeness of the system. This implies that Q-Inf is sound and refutational complete.
Theorem 5. Q-Inf is a sound inference system. Theorem 6. Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redundancy with respect to Q-Inf. Then N is unsatisfiable if and only if N contains the empty clause.
Combining the termination of Q-Inf on query clauses and (loosely) guarded clauses (Theorem 3, 4), the refutational completeness (Theorem 6) and the soundness (Theorem 5), we can conclude that: 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present the first, as far as we know, practical rewriting procedure Q-Proc that rewrites a query clause into a set of (loosely) guarded clauses, and the first, as far as we know, query answering system Q-Inf that solves BCQ answering for GF and LGF.
During the investigation of querying for GF and LGF, we found it is interesting that the same resolution-based techniques in automated reasoning are connected to techniques used in database research. Since the mainstream query answering procedure in database research uses a tableau-like chase approach [1] , it would be interesting to see how resolution can equally transfer in the other direction, and would also be of interest to use resolution to solve query-related problems such as query optimisation and query answering.
Given a Boolean conjunctive query q and (loosely) guarded formulas, our method Q-Inf produces a saturated set of clauses or ⊥. The question arises: is it possible to pinpoint the clauses that are responsible for the entailment or the non-entailment of the query q, which would be related to view-based query answering [31] and query explanation problems.
Can we use the techniques in Q-Inf to develop decision procedures for satisfiability checking and query answering for other decidable fragments, such as fluted logic [33] , the guarded negation fragment [7] and the clique guarded fragment [7] ? As yet there are no practical decision procedure for the last two fragments, and no query answering procedure for all three of them.
Can we extend Q-Inf so that it can answer conjunctive queries rather than Boolean conjunctive queries, so that one can retrieve actual answers from the guarded fragment knowledge bases? This question has practical significance because it would allow us retrieving answers from fragments of the guarded fragment such as description logic ALCH OI and guarded existential rules.
